December 2012

Bob’s Bit
Greetings fellow pilots! Yes, like you, the committee like to fly, as well as looking after all the other
things they have to do to keep the club going. However, we could use some help, especially when the
weather is not so good. The inspectors can always use help to keep the fleet in good condition. This is
becoming more difficult, as we are flying in muddy conditions and the aircraft are suffering damage. If
you can’t fly, see if you can clean out the aircraft and wash off the mud. If necessary, take the wheel
off and clean out the wheel box. Ask an inspector if you are unsure about what to do.
You don’t have to be a techie to clean the clubhouse, wash a floor or do some hoovering. (Your wife
will be able to give you training if you need it). We promise not to tell if you want to keep your skills
secret.
The field team will be implementing some improvements to increase flying, as soon as the field will
accept vehicles. These include strengthening the 30 launch area, widening the track near the club
house to facilitate landings on 12 and give extra landing area for 30, and firming up an area along
Fiddlers Lane, to increase the launch rate on 30, our prevailing wind direction.
You may be aware that the minimum age for flying solo has been reduced to 14 years, so it is possible
that we may have very young members on site. Because of this, we feel that members need to be
reminded of their responsibilities when dealing with young children and vulnerable adults. Roger
Shackleton has volunteered to take the lead in this and Carol Mclay will be assisting him. They will be
giving presentations to all members in the new year, for the purpose of protecting members and the
young people in the minefield of child protection as specified by UK law. The BGA have given us youth
training status and to retain this we may have conditions imposed upon us. Roger and Carol are in
discussion with the BGA and will advise any requirements, as and when we know about them.
We are currently seeking protected airfield status to try and prevent any future development round the
field (the current planning proposal for a wind turbine on 30 approach has been withdrawn, but it
might reappear).
When European Flight Crew Licensing comes in, clubs wishing to train pilots will have to meet the
requirements of an Authorised Training Organisation. The BGA have requested that we be one of the
first middle-sized clubs to achieve this, since we already have the requisite training structure. We may
need to tidy up some of our documentation, so we will be doing this in the coming months.
Finally, as for the last two years, if the weather is bad and you feel that ice, snow or fog would make it
too dangerous to make the trip to the club on your duty days, then don’t do it. We would however be
pleased to see you and use your help on benign non-flying days.
If I don’t see you before Christmas, have a good one, and a happy new year. Remember, we fly when
we can. Come and have fun. Here’s to a better new year!
Bob Pettifer - Chairman

Season’s Greetings
to all our Readers!
May your tree lights work first time
and your presents be better than socks!
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Winchy Bits
Happily, we have had some flying recently, which is good. Unhappily, much of the flying has
been in significant cross winds, which require a bit more thought from both pilot and winch
driver. Our DCFI has already addressed the need to lay off for the wind by pilots, so no further
comment required from me.
I would, however, like to ask winch drivers to remember their cross wind training and to apply it
diligently. Failure to do so can result in damage to both winch and to cables. (See photos below
of the damage sustained over the weekend of the 17th/18th November).

The lower two photos above show the position the cable must have been in to produce this
damage. Clearly, cable retrieval should have been aborted long before this point.
If you do not remember your cross wind training, please ask for an update from me or any
winch trainer.

Stand-by Winch
In the last newsletter I reported that the pay out
brake cable for the right hand drum has been
repaired and the stand by is fit for use.
Some final adjustment may be required, as
things bed in, and the correct tension to apply
when paying out the cable will need to be
established by trial. Drivers - please bear this in
mind.
The painting has commenced and we now have a
multi + rust coloured stand by winch. Thanks to
those who have played a part so far.
John Harter - Winch Master
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Notes from the CFI

Recently, the Chairman and I, along with a committee member, went to a packed BGA Club
Management Conference at Warwick University. After the first couple of general items were completed,
I then attended a separate CFI’s forum. We were treated to presentations on the upcoming changes
to pilot licensing, instructor ratings and airspace considerations, following which, John Williams
(Portmoak) gave an excellent talk on wave flying forecasting. As a “forum” it was excellent, with
comments and ideas discussed at length. It was a long day but thoroughly worth it, with ample time
to talk to other members about the trials and tribulations of the gliding world.
Back home and my wife showed me a picture on her camera the other night, depicting a glorious sky
of fair weather cu with the potential for a good cross country flight. Taken from home during the
summer, when unfortunately I was at work, it proved that it has not all been bad this year.
It just seems like it!
Whilst we’ve been able to operate mainly from the track, it doesn’t make for easy flying at any level,
especially for those who are new or inexperienced. Consequently, with prodding and poking from the
DCFI, plans are afoot to firm up certain areas of the field. This naturally won’t happen overnight and
certainly not until the ground is firm enough to take the vehicles that will do the work, so in the
meantime, your patience will be much appreciated.
However, don’t forget – if you have a real launch failure then the whole of the airfield is landable and
please don’t try to be clever. Just land safely.
Talking of launch failures, thanks to all of you who have made the effort and attended the mandatory
lecture. There are only a handful left and remember, you must attend one before attempting the
annual check. Also, (and I don’t know what I’ve done to deserve this, but thanks to a great response
again), only a few members are left that are required to hand in their annual return.
For those of you who are flying at other clubs over the winter period to keep current, or, like me, to
just to get some hours in the private glider, don’t neglect BFGC and the jobs that need to be done to
keep it going.
So what’s for 2013? Well, there will be a series of bronze exam lectures early in the New Year, (more
details of the program in due course) and aside from normal club weeks there are no other
commitments booked. If you have any ideas, or would like to see other flying activities introduced,
then let the DCFI or me know and we’ll see if we can accommodate. Of course, it can be assumed that
the unsung heroes, (you know who I mean), will run flying on Wednesdays and Fridays and that Ged
and I will continue with the evenings, but more important are the Tuesday and Thursday flying
evenings, without which our flying costs would be significantly more. So get those bookings started
now!
Finally, I couldn’t finish without mentioning one of the Gentlemen of our club, Brian Lomas, who
passed away a short while ago. A great instructor, a great person to be around, who would do
anything to help. And even after he left the club, he still put a smile on my face when his mobile
phone would accidentally dial mine and he’d ask me what I was phoning him for! He will be sadly
missed.
Have a great Christmas and a happy and safe flying year during 2013
Phil Punt - CFI

Company Car
Apparently, under Geoff Guttery’s ‘Head
Groundsman’ contract, the club is
supposed to supply him with a company
car as a tax perk. Feeling guilty about this
omission, the committee asked certain
senior club members to search around to
see if they could find appropriate and
affordable transport for Geoff. Reg found
this hot set of wheels during a recent trip
to Cyprus and wondered what the
membership thinks. Do you have a better
suggestion? If so, please send in a photo
for the next newsletter.
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Don’t Take to the Lifeboats Yet!
I was struck again
yesterday by how
good a condition our
field is in.
(I realise this
statement may
infuriate some of you,
which is why I’m
hiding behind the
impenetrable nom de
plume of Geofroi de
LaTerre).
I was driving the
winch in a 90 degree
cross-wind, so had
occasion to walk
across our neighbour’s
field a few times. It’s
in such terrible
condition that just
walking on it is difficult,
and coming back onto
ours was like stepping
onto a cricket field.
When we had Alan
Chamley of Chamjet
doing that work for us recently, he commented that any farmer in our area would be envious of the
condition of our land. I now see what he means. This has not come about by accident.
As you all know and can see from the photo in the lobby, when our very forward-looking committee
bought Cock Hill Farm forty plus years ago, some of them having re-mortgaged their houses to lend
the Club the money to buy it, it consisted of a number of smallish fields and three ponds. (When they
did the trial flights, the winch and aircraft were separated by three fields. The cable was taken over
the hedges on scaffold poles.) When we moved, there was no flying for a full season as everyone
helped to convert it into a flying field. When we did start flying, everyone had to accumulate signedfor-work hours to convert into flying time. Ah, those were the days! A different world of course - a
three course meal, a good cigar and a fine woman, and change out of a ten bob note. You can’t get
that even in Wigan these days.
And as soon as it rained we churned it up into mud. Mud was simply a fact of life. The cable tractor
driver after one run would be covered from head to toe in mud and cow-dung. So he, (or she; we
were all for sexual equality in some things), would be left on it, rather than dirty someone else. It
often took three tractors to pull the winch, sunk to its axles. Legend has it that after one aborted take
off, the glider finished up bobbing gently, with its wings straddling one of the ponds. Everybody wore
wellies. But although everyone survived the clinically high levels of ingested mud, there were still a
lot of times when we couldn’t fly, because the field was simply too soft for the aircraft.
And then, over the years, successive committees spent a lot of money, came up with some very good
ideas, and cajoled and encouraged a lot of people to do a lot of work to improve things, including the
drainage systems. In summer, the rule of thumb became that if it hadn’t rained for three days, then
we could probably fly.
Work on the Club carried on (the upstairs lounge and the lecture room were originally the hay barn,
open from the ground to the rafters) and we now have very good drainage. Also, having put in new
drains the length of the field to stiffen
the route taken by the cable tractor, we
have since then had to keep repairing it,
which has had the bonus of providing
somewhere hard for us to land in this
foul weather.
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The plan below was prepared by John Richardson, using records and drawings done by John Dent,
when we spent two years jet cleaning (by Alan Chamley) all the field tiles, and designing and
installing a system for a chunk of field that didn’t have any, as well as other records that JR has
found. Since John did it, we have spent thousands of pounds putting in yet more drains. You’ll see
that we have quite a lot of drains!
The Club will of course continue to make improvements, if the willingness is there on the part of
members, but like a lot of gliding clubs there are inherent limitations on what we can do. We are not
a power club, with engines and paid staff and a purpose-built airfield. We are a bunch of enthusiasts,
relying on each other to try and get some flying after the wettest summer since the famines of the
14th Century.
This year has been one of, if not the, most frustrating and depressing years ever, and absolutely
awful for new members. But not just for us. It’s been the same for clubs all over the country. Also, I
was talking to John Hobday who runs Westair Flying School at Blackpool and he tells me that they too
have suffered because of the weather for a couple of years now, but particularly this year.
The IPCC is probably forecasting the return of the Black Death next year if I don’t turn my television
off, but, as Monty Python sang, always look on the bright side of life. We are now at least able to get
a flight when the field is wet, but it’s not actually raining, (and I notice sometimes even when it is
raining), without destroying the surface. By protecting it in this way, when we do eventually get a
week of drying (or freezing) weather, we can quickly revert to normal operations.
And such a week will come, even if I do leave my television on stand-by overnight. So there’s no
need to take to the lifeboats yet.
G. de LaTerre
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12 Commands for Soaring Pilots
Wolf Hirth (1900-1959)

1st Command
Whoever wants to become a soaring pilot must have a pure and strong
desire to make the heavens a second home - as the sailor, the sea.
2nd Command
And as the sailor must know and love the elements of the sea, thus must
the soaring pilot know and love the elements of the sky; its winds, clouds,
storms, and dangers.
3rd Command
You must fly for flying's sake.
4th Command
You must also have an eye and a heart for the beauty which flying opens
up in the blue expanse of the sky, with its radiant mountains of clouds and the new strangely changed
earth; otherwise your heart remains empty and you would be blind with seeing eyes.
5th Command
You must want to know the element of air better and better, to be an investigator eager for knowledge,
so that each flight leads to ever greater performances, opening up all possibilities of the air-ocean.
6th Command
You must love the struggle with the forces of nature and there must be an obstinacy within to be
stronger than the storm and tempest.
7th Command
Never should you risk more than can be accomplished.
8th Command
You should offer a pure being to the pure element, air. When you climb into your plane you should be
in top form, bodily, mentally and spiritually.
9th Command
As sailors their ships, and riders their horses, you must know and control your plane exactly; you
must know its flying characteristics and limits of performance, and its special inclinations and
aversions.
10th Command
And as sailors carefully care for and maintain their ships, and riders their horses, you must do the
same for your plane. You must foster it, take care of it and be fond of it as a living thing.
11th Command
You must gradually become one with your plane as if the wings were your own.
12th Command
One must be able to recognize soaring pilots, not only by the white gull on a blue background, but also
by the bright free glance, the ever helpful comradeship and the complete lack of vanity and petty
convictions. Then we can be found anywhere among the people and unite; we will form the beginning
of a new nobility and at the same time be the first citizens of a free, peaceful and unified world.
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Vacancy Notice
Applications are invited for the position of Deputy Winch Master.
This highly desirable, exalted and well-remunerated position, has recently become available due to the
incumbent leaving to pursue career opportunities elsewhere. (This usually means that he/she has
been fired. Not so in this case).
The successful applicant will be intelligent, self motivated, articulate, well educated, personable, good
looking, rich, debonair and with an innate ability to communicate at all levels and plait sawdust. (After
all, you may want to become Winch Master one day).
A Degree in an Engineering related discipline would be an advantage, but is not absolutely necessary,
as training will be given.
All applicants must be willing to train as a winch instructor.
Persons not possessed of the following minimum requirements need not apply:Education: - Must have attended a school.
Qualifications: - Must be able to count to twenty (20) without removing footwear.
Experience: - Must have been breathing, unaided, for at least ten (10) years and be able to recognise
rain.
Age Range:- Bowland Forest Gliding Club is not an ageist organisation, but applicants must have a
discernable pulse.
Applications to:
John Harter - Winch Master

Quick Quotes

“Pilots: Looking down on people since 1903!” - Anon
“Pilots are great snobs and namedroppers, with a clear pecking order based on what you fly. The
pilot of the little Cessna looks up to the aerobatic pilot, the pilot of the Pitts looks up to the pilot of
a P-51 and everyone looks up to the jet fighter jocks. Everyone, that is, except the sailplane pilots,
who look up to no one. But in many ways it’s all just a matter of chance what we fly, chance - and
money”.
- Steven Lindblom 1991 - “Fly the Hot Ones”

Bluegrass Bob

Caption Competition
Did you
see that landing? He
doesn’t know the
meaning of fear

Geoff Bailey thought he'd got away from it all on a
Mississippi steamboat, but then guess who turned up
moonlighting in a folk group?!!

I’m not surprised.
He doesn’t know the
meaning of most
words!
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Situations Vacant
New Treasurer required
As you know, I have been conspicuous by my absence from the club in recent times, due to a
combination of domestic and financial twists and turns in my life, all of which have resulted in me
returning to full time work rather than retiring. (So much for 30 years of planning!) I have not flown
in over a year and it is unlikely that I will be doing so this year. In those circumstances and with my
work and domestic commitments making it difficult to attend the club, I cannot continue with the role
of Treasurer. In short, I will be stepping down at the next AGM.
Apart from the constant pressure over time that leaves me in catch-up mode most of the time, it is
actually quite an enjoyable role and one that I have pretty much enjoyed. Without that, I would have
been more than happy to carry on. If you have the time, it is nowhere near as onerous as you might
think. However, of late I have been disappointed by the recent sniping at the Committee over
spending our ‘hoarded millions’, which I hope I managed to put into some perspective in my recently
circulated report. Given the amount of time and effort put in by those
running the club’s affairs, having a go at the Committee in such
simplistic terms is grossly unfair and has not helped to persuade me
to carry on. At least as I stand down, I am reassured there are
plenty of people in the club who believe they can do a better job.
I hope to maintain some involvement with the club until such time as
I can contribute and participate more fully, but in the meantime I
would ask anyone who has an interest in influencing how the Club’s
money is spent to step forward at the next AGM.
Russ Weaver - Treasurer

Scene from Above

The view across to Clitheroe on a crisp, clear day in November
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BGA Inspectors
Proposal for training of future BGA inspectors
Introduction
This proposal has been written for the following reasons:
1 The introduction of EASA Part 66 requirements.
2 Reducing numbers of experienced aircraft engineers available
to become glider inspectors.
3 The ageing of the current inspector population.
4 Fewer club members willing to undertake the training and
commitment associated with being an inspector.
5 Although there appear to be adequate numbers of inspectors
at present, the current trend will mean that there will be
virtually no club based inspectors within 10 – 15 years.
These factors highlight the need to rethink the traditional
approach training future inspectors.
Using Bowland Forest as an example, the annual glider
maintenance costs would rise by around £10,000 per year at
today’s prices and relatively simple repairs during the flying
season will mean longer down times for the gliders affected.
It is certain that if training pilots to the minimum licence rating took 5 years, with no intermediate
progress recognised, it would deter many prospective glider pilots.
Part 66 requirements mean that a volunteer inspector under training can expect to take 4 - 5 years of
significant commitment before getting a basic inspector’s ticket. This is very discouraging to all but the
most dedicated enthusiast.
The movement has seen a significant reduction in registered inspectors, and that is significantly greater
than the general decline in the numbers of pilots and aircraft. Consequently the workload in terms of
numbers of gliders per inspector has increased. The result is that more owners, (including the club
aircraft), are being forced to use professional services, which in turn increases overhead costs that we all
have to bear.
In the future it is probable that the professional organisations will not have the capacity required to
support the greater workload.
The Proposal
The BGA should produce an Inspector’s Log Book outlining the requirements that must be signed off for
each phase of the training needed to get a relevant specific rating. (Not unlike a pilot’s log book and
linked to a training schedule, similar to an ab-initio training card).
The log book would start with the basics associated with the minimum inspector level and show all the
elements needed at every level up to senior inspector.
Candidate inspectors would receive a copy of the log book. Where practical, the local inspectors would
train them within their local facilities and the local maintenance programmes. However, most clubs have a
limited range of aircraft upon which the ‘hands on’ training can be carried out. Consequently there is a
delay incurred while the prospective inspector attempts to fill any gaps in training needed to qualify.
This can be overcome by linking inspector training requirements across each BGA region, so that when
such a training requirement appears for an individual at one club, it can be signalled across the region to
other clubs to see if this can be met elsewhere.
The downside of this proposal is that it will mean that the trainee would be out of pocket simply to carry
out essential work on behalf of the local club. For this reason the trainee inspector’s club would be
expected to reimburse the trainee for any reasonable out of pocket expenses.
Inspectors at any club would be expected to progress the training efficiently in order to minimise the time
taken on the element being covered. The inspector carrying out the training would sign off the work and
provide any comments in the trainee’s log book.
Hopefully it should be possible to use a similar approach with the professional organisations, but with the
training being paid for.
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Clubs in the training scheme would need to recognise that all, or part of, the costs of training
inspectors would need to be borne by the clubs and not by the prospective inspector.
Thus clubs would effectively sponsor their trainee inspectors.
Advantages of the Proposal
1 Trainees would have a clearer understanding of the requirements.
2 Progress through the training programme would be measureable. (Similar to an ab-initio training
card).
3 There would be an opportunity for more rapid broadening of training experience through the pooling
of training opportunities across clubs.
Disadvantages
1 Additional cost to clubs.
2 Would entail some travel and additional time away for the trainee – maybe
some lost flying.
3 Inspectors will need to take time to ensure trainees are given adequate support
/ mentoring.
Summary
1 BGA to produce an inspectors’ training schedule and log book.
2 Club inspectors to mentor trainees.
3 Inspectors to co-operate across clubs to facilitate training.
4 Professional organisations to be approached to help fill training gaps at
reasonable costs.
5 Clubs to provide financial support to prospective trainees.
6 Clubs and BGA to raise recruiting profile, to encourage pilots to volunteer as
inspectors.
Reg Wooller

Irish Pre-flight?
Perhaps if he’d done ABCD checks ...
I was Runway controller at Liverpool one day
and there was an Aer Turas (Ireland) Bristol 170
at the holding point. As he was cleared to line
up and take off I noticed something fluttering
from the control surfaces. I said to him “Check
for full and free movement”. He stopped, the
door opened and a man jumped out. After waving the control locks at me and re-embarking,
they went on their way.

Welcome to ETH!
At last, ETH has left the workshop and joined
the club fleet. Fat b#@!*s need not apply, as
the maximum pilot weight is 210lb, but what
she lacks in placard, she makes up for in
visibility. Yes, the future is Orange and you’d
have a job to miss this one coming towards
you on the ridge! To celebrate her arrival,
here we see Trevor Tuthill showing off his trim
figure, while John Harter echoes ETH’s brash
gaudiness with a carefully chosen clashing
ensemble of bright reds, blues and greens, set
off with co-ordinated black accessories. What
a fitting launch for our new ship!

Thanks to Ged for forwarding this scary tale.
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Log Books
You may have noticed that the Club Shop in the clubhouse has run out of Pilot Log Books. My
apologies for this, but in my defence, the reason we haven’t re-stocked is that the BGA shop
themselves ran out of them three months ago and they have since been unobtainable. Last night I
checked again with the BGA website, and all is explained!
The reason we have been waiting is that the BGA has now published and released a new “EASA
Compliant” log book for glider pilots. (Hallelujah!) There is no indication of what exactly the difference
is, or what new information about your flights you are supposed to register. (Colour of socks?
Languages spoken?) All I can tell from their website is that the new log books appear to be set out in
a landscape format, rather than the current familiar shape.
I have placed an initial order for 10 copies and they should be available in the Club Shop before
Christmas. I have no idea at this stage whether there will eventually be a requirement for all pilots to
revert to the new format, or when this might take place, but I’ll keep an ear to the ground and let you
know as soon as I find out.
The BGA has also now produced printed copies of the new version of Laws
and Rules. (Edition 18). This is a major revision to bring the provisions up
to date with European regulations and they are keen that all pilots should
familiarise themselves with the changes. I
have ordered 10 copies of this booklet as well
for the shop, but would remind bibliophobe (or
skinflint) pilots that Edition 18 of Laws and
Rules can also be viewed on the BGA website
at www.gliding.co.uk .
You will, no doubt, be pleased to hear that
none of this has any effect on glider DI books,
which will remain the same (for the time being
anyway) and we currently have a plentiful
stock of them in the shop.
Keith Clarke

BFGC in Wartime

Oops!

I say chaps! - You must
hear this! - Frank Gill’s on the
radio complaining that someone
put helium in his oxygen bottle...
Imagine Mickey Mouse
in a rage!!

Time and again, they told little Wayne not to
pull on the string under his seat, but would he
listen? ...
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Colin’s Guilty Secret!

Over the past few months, you may have noticed Colin Hankinson coming and going between the clubhouse
and a rather large trailer hidden away in a corner of the airfield. He was often to be seen walking back and
forth with a bucket and broom, and seemed to be spending an awful lot of time on his K6. I happened to be
in the club one Tuesday and was astonished to see his car there, even though the club was closed.
Intrigued, I peered round the clubhouse and there he was, bucket and broom in hand as usual, but with a
rather large surprise following him! When I confronted him, he broke down and confessed all. It turns out
that he’d got himself a part-time job with Blackpool Zoo as an elephant keeper, to earn some Christmas
money. Unfortunately, accommodation and heating problems at the zoo meant that some keepers had to
take the occasional animal home to look after for a bit. That was fine for the gerbil keeper and not much of
a problem for the snake house staff, but it left poor Colin with a bit of a dilemma. Wanting to keep his job,
he agreed, but when he turned up on his front doorstep with Nellie in tow, it seems that his wife had other
ideas! So now, the K6 resides in his garage, and Nellie is over-wintering in a straw-filled trailer at Cock Hill.
Happily, the problems at Blackpool have now been resolved and by the time you read this, Colin will have
managed to return the K6 and Nellie to their rightful homes. I’m just amazed that he managed to keep her
hidden from us all for so long. Well done Colin!

Editor’s Endbit

As usual, many thanks to all the people who contributed to this issue (and shame on those who didn’t maybe next time!) The next issue will be coming out in March, so start thinking now about what you
can write to share with the rest of us. The deadline for copy will be Sunday 3rd of March, but, as
always, you can write in at any time and I will keep your contribution until the publishing date. Please
send all items for inclusion to soaringkeith@gmail.com. Thanks in advance.
It just remains for me to wish you all a very Happy Christmas and a safe and enjoyable 2013!
Keith Clarke - Editor

